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Semester B.Sc. Examination, April/May 2015
(NS) (Semester Scheme)

(F+R) (2012 - 13 and onwards)
CHEMISTRY - IV

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 70

lnstruction : The question paper hastwo Parts, answerboth the Parts.

PART- A

Answerany eightof the following questions. Each question caniestwo maks. (8x2 =16)

1. What is an Eutectic mixture ? Give an example.

2. Mention two characteristics of Catalysts.

S. What is meant by'Error' in Quantitative analysis ? Mention ditferent types.

4. What is artificial radioactivity ? Give an example.

5. Explain Rosenmund's reduction reaction.

6. What is stone'leprosy'?

Explain Mannich reaction with an example.

What are advantages of powder metallurgy ?
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9. Arrange the followings in increasing order of Acid strength.

cH3cooH, cl2cHcooH, clcH2cooH' cl3c cooH.

10. What is Keto-enol tautomerism ?

11. What are alloy steels ?

12. Explain Perkin condensation.

PART _ B

Answerany nineof the following questions. Each question carriessixmarks. (9x6=54)

13. a) Draw a labelled diagram of Sulphursystem. Mention the phases in equilibrium

at the metastable triple point of the system.

b) Write the reduced phase rule for the condensed system and mention the

terms in it. (+2)

14. a) Drawthe labelled phase diagram forthe Ag-Pb system. Calculate the degree

of freedom at the Eutectic Point.

What is a freezing mixture ? Give an example.

Mention any four applications of adsorption.

What is autocatalysis ? Give an example.
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16. a) How is Potassium estimated by flame photometry method ?

b) Give any two applications of complexometric titrations involving EDTA'

17. a) what are advantages of using organic reagents in inorganic quantitative

analysis ?

b) what are isotopes ? Mention the radio isotope of Hydrogen. Q+21

18. a) what is a nuclear reactor ? Mention any two places of their location in India'

@+21

@+21

@+2)

b) Explain Radioactive equilibrium.

19. a) Explain the role of coolant and control rods in the nuclear reactors with

suitable examPle.

b) Calculate the no. of cr and p particles emitted during decay of

'iiu to llro

20. a) Describe the production of Tungsten Powder from wolframite'

b) Give a brief account on influence of chromium and Nickel on the properties of

steel. 
(a+21

21. a\ Give an account on the heat treatment of steel.

b) what is an ,austenite' ? Mention its composition. @+21

22. a) write a brief note on treatment of industrial effluents'

b) What is green house effect ? @+2)

23. a) write the mechanism of Benzoin condensation.

b) Explain Knoevenagelcondensation with a suitable example. @+21
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24. a) How are Ketones prepared from

i) Nitriles
ii) Acid chlorides.

b) Explain Hoffmann's degradation reaction. Wt2l

25. a) How is diethylmalonate prepared from monochloro acetic acid ?

b) Mention the differences between Tautomerism and resonance form. (4+2)


